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QUESTION 1

Cisco AnyConnect profiles can be used to set which three options? (Choose three.) 

A. Define a list of VPN gateways that are presented to users upon login. 

B. Define a quarantine VLAN for remote devices that fail a host scan. 

C. Define a guest VLAN to all "noncompany" Cisco IOS WebVPN users. 

D. Define a list of backup servers if primary gateways are unavailable. 

E. Activate the SSL VPN tunnel as part of the Windows login sequence. 

F. Configure the Cisco Secure Desktop vault. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/vpn_client/anyconnect/anyconnect20/administrative/guide/ad minapa.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) was introduced to solve performance issues. Choose three characteristics
of DTLS. (Choose three.) 

A. It uses TLS to negotiate and establish DTLS connections. 

B. It uses DTLS to transmit datagrams. 

C. It is disabled by default. 

D. It uses TLS for data packet retransmission. 

E. It replaces underlying transport layer with UDP 443. 

F. It uses TLS to provide low-latency video application tunneling. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/vpn_client/anyconnect/anyconnect23/administration/23admin
2.html#wp1029596 

Enabling Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) with AnyConnect (SSL) Connections Datagram Transport Layer
Security avoids latency and bandwidth problems associated with some SSL-only connections, including AnyConnect
connections, and improves the performance of real-time applications that are sensitive to packet delays. DTLS is a
standards-based SSL protocol that provides a low-latency data path using UDP. For detailed information about DTLS,
see RFC 4347 (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4347.txt). Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) allows the AnyConnect
client establishing an SSL VPN connection to use two simultaneous tunnels--an SSL tunnel and a DTLS tunnel. Using
DTLS avoids latency and bandwidth problems associated with some SSL connections and improves the performance of
real-time applications that are sensitive to packet delays. If you do not enable DTLS, AnyConnect/SSL VPN connections
connect with an SSL VPN tunnel only. You cannot enable DTLS globally with ASDM. The following section describes
how to enable DTLS for any specific interface. To enable DTLS for a specific interface, select Configuration > Remote
Access VPN > Network (Client) Access > Advanced > SSL VPN Connection profiles. The SSL VPN Connection Profiles
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dialog box opens (Figure 2-3).Figure 2-3 Enable DTLS Check Box 

Enabling Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) allows the AnyConnect VPN Client establishing an SSL VPN
connection to use two simultaneous tunnels--an SSL tunnel and a DTLS tunnel. Using DTLS avoids latency and
bandwidth problems associated with some SSL connections and improves the performance of realtime applications that
are sensitive to packet delays. If you do not enable DTLS, AnyConnect client users establishing SSL VPN connections
connect with an SSL VPN tunnel only. Fields ?Interface--Displays a list of interfaces on the security appliance. ?DTLS
Enabled--Check to enable DTLS connections with the AnyConnect client on the interfaces. ?UDP Port (default
443)--(Optional) Specify a separate UDP port for DTLS connections. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are configuring bookmarks for the clientless SSL VPN portal without the use of plug-ins. 
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Which three bookmark types are supported? (Choose three.) 

A. RDP 

B. HTTP 

C. FTP 

D. CIFS 

E. SSH 

F. Telnet 

Correct Answer: BCD 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/asa/asa80/asdm60/ssl_vpn_deployment_guide/deploy.html#w p1227212 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

A new NOC engineer, while viewing a real-time log from an SSL VPN tunnel, has a question about a line in the log. The
IP address 172.26.26.30 is attached to which interface in the network? 

A. the Cisco ASA physical interface 

B. the physical interface of the end user 

C. the Cisco ASA SSL VPN tunnel interface 

D. the SSL VPN tunnel interface of the end user 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A Unified Communications Certificate is used on the Cisco ASA appliance to support which option? 

A. certificate + double AAA authentication 

B. certificate + AAA authentication 

C. certificate maps 

D. Cisco ASA VPN clustering load balancing 

Correct Answer: D 

Server Certificate Types Cisco uses these self-signed (own) certificate types in Cisco Unified Communications Manager
servers: HTTPS certificate (tomcat_cert)--This self-signed root certificate is generated during the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager installation for the HTTPS server. Cisco Unified Communications Manager node
certificate--This self-signed root certificate automatically installs when you install Cisco Unified Communications
Manager 5.1 for the Cisco Unified Communications Manager server. Cisco Unified Communications Manager
certificates provide server identification, which includes the Cisco Unified Communications Manager server name and
the Global Unique Identifier (GUID). CAPF certificate--The system copies this root certificate to all servers in the cluster
after you complete the Cisco CTL client configuration. IPsec certificate (ipsec_cert)--This self-signed root certificate is
generated during Cisco Unified Communications Manager installation for IPsec connections with MGCP and H.323
gateways. SRST-enabled gateway certificate-When you configure a secure SRST reference in Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager Administration, Cisco Unified Communications Manager retrieves the SRST enabled
gateway certificate from the gateway and stores it in the Cisco Unified Communications Manager database. After you
reset the devices, the certificate is added to the phone configuration file. Because the certificate is stored in the
database, this certificate is not integrated into the certificate management tool. 

https://supportforums.cisco.com/docs/DOC-5964 

For more information on VPN Load Balancing/Clustering High Availability services of the ASA appliances please consult
the configuraiton guide at http:// www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/asa/asa82/configuration/guide/
vpnsysop.html#wp104 8834. Please check cisco.com for new versions of the document. For more information on
configuring Certificates on the the ASA appliances please consult the configuration guide at check
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/asa/asa82/configuration/guide/cert_cfg.html .Please cisco.com for new
versions of the document. 

 

QUESTION 6

Match the action on the left with the correct SSL VPN Portal Navigation button on the right. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Cisco Secure Desktop seeks to minimize the risks that are posed by the use of remote devices in establishing a Cisco
clientless SSL VPN or Cisco AnyConnect VPN Client session. Which two statements concerning the Cisco Secure
Desktop Host Scan feature are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. It is performed before a user establishes a connection to the Cisco ASA. 

B. It is performed after a user establishes a connection to the Cisco ASA but before logging in. 

C. It is performed after a user logs in but before a group profile is applied. 
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D. It is supported on endpoints that run a Windows operating system only. 

E. It is supported on endpoints that run Windows and MAC operating systems only. 

F. It is supported on endpoints that run Windows, MAC, and Linux operating systems. 

Correct Answer: BF 

DAP and Anti-Virus, Anti-Spyware, and Personal Firewall Programs The security appliance uses a DAP policy when the
user attributes matches the configured AAA and endpoint attributes. The Pre login Assessment and Host Scan modules 

of Cisco Secure Desktop return information to the security appliance about the configured endpoint attributes, and the
DAP subsystem uses that information to select a DAP record that matches the values of those attributes. Most, but not
all, 

anti-virus, anti-spyware, and personal firewall programs support active scan, which means that the programs are
memory-resident, and therefore always running. Host Scan checks to see if an endpoint has a program installed, and if
it is 

memory resident as follows: 

?If the installed program does not support active scan, Host Scan reports the presence of the software. The DAP
system selects DAP records that specify the program. ?If the installed program does support active scan, and active
scan is 

enabled for the program, Host Scan reports the presence of the software. Again the security appliance selects DAP
records that specify the program. 

?If the installed program does support active scan and active scan is disabled for the program, Host Scan ignores the
presence of the software. The security appliance does not select DAP records that specify the program. Further, the
output 

of the debug trace command, which includes a lot of information about DAP, does not indicate the program presence,
even though it is installed. 

The following sequence outlines a typical remote access connection establishment. 

1.

 A remote client attempts a VPN connection. 

2.

 The security appliance performs posture assessment, using configured NAC and Cisco Secure Desktop Host Scan
values. 

Operating system support 

?Microsoft Windows 2000, Windows XP, or Windows Vista ?Macintosh OS X 10.4.6 

?Linux (Redhat RHEL 3.0 +, FEDORA 5, or FEDORA 6) 

3.

 The security appliance authenticates the user via AAA. The AAA server also returns authorization attributes for the
user. 
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4.

 The security appliance applies AAA authorization attributes to the session, and establishes the VPN tunnel. 

5.

 The security appliance selects DAP records based on the user AAA authorization information and the session posture
assessment information. 6. The security appliance aggregates DAP attributes from the selected DAP records, and they 

become the DAP policy. 

7. The security appliance applies the DAP policy to the session. 

 

QUESTION 8

When a VPN client that is using redundant peering and has obtained an IP address from the primary VPN gateway
loses connection to that gateway, how is traffic rerouted? 

A. The secondary VPN gateway automatically routes the traffic back to the client using the same IP address. 

B. Redundant Internet routing protocols reroute the traffic to and from the client and the gateway. 

C. The secondary VPN gateway issues the client a new IP address and routes traffic accordingly. 

D. Traffic flow stops, and the client must reestablish connection. Once connection is established, the same IP address is
issued to the client and similarly routed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A new network engineer configured the ABC adaptive security appliance with two bookmarks for a new temporary
worker. The temporary worker can connect to the administrator server via the temp_worker_admin bookmark but
cannot 

connect to the project server via the temp_worker_projects bookmark (which is grayed out). It was determined that the
URL and IP addressing information in the GUI screens is correct. 

What is wrong with the configuration? 

A. URL Entry should be enabled. 

B. The File Server Entry Inherit parameter should be overwritten and set for enabled. 

C. The DNS server information is incorrect. 

D. File Server Browsing should be enabled. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10
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For clientless SSL VPN users, bookmarks can be assigned to their portal. What are three methods for assigning
bookmarks? (Choose three.) 

A. connection profiles 

B. group policies 

C. XML profiles 

D. LDAP or RADIUS attributes 

E. the portal customization tool 

F. user policies 

Correct Answer: BDF 

Create one or more bookmark list entries that specify the URLs of the web-enabled applications eligible for smart tunnel
access, then assign the list to the DAPs, group policies, or local user policies for whom you want to provide smart tunnel
access. e.g. 
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Dynamic access policies (DAP) 

VPN gateways operate in dynamic environments. Multiple variables can affect each VPN connection, for example,
intranet configurations that frequently change, the various roles each user may inhabit within an organization, and logins
from 

remote access sites with different configurations and levels of security. The task of authorizing users is much more
complicated in a VPN environment than it is in a network with a static configuration. 

Dynamic Access Policies (DAP) on the security appliance let you configure authorization that addresses these many
variables. You create a dynamic access policy by setting a collection of access control attributes that you associate with
a 

specific user tunnel or session. These attributes address issues of multiple group membership and endpoint security.
That is, the security appliance grants access to a particular user for a particular session based on the policies you
define. It 
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generates a DAP at the time the user connects by selecting and/or aggregating attributes from one or more DAP
records. It selects these DAP records based on the endpoint security information of the remote device and the AAA 

authorization information for the authenticated user. It then applies the DAP record to the user tunnel or session. 

 

QUESTION 11

An IT manager and a Security manager are discussing the deployment options for clientless SSL VPN. They are trying
to decide which groups are best suited for this new deployment option. Which two groups are the best candidates for
the clientless SSL VPN rollout? (Choose two.) 

A. an IT administrator who needs to manage servers from a corporate laptop 

B. employees who need occasional access to check their email accounts 

C. a vendor who needs access to confidential corporate presentations via Secure FTP 

D. customers who need interactive access to the corporate invoice server 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

A temporary worker must use clientless SSL VPN with an SSH plug-in, in order to access the console of an internal
corporate server, the projects.xyz.com server. For security reasons, the network security auditor insists that the
temporary user is restricted to the one internal corporate server, 10.0.4.18. You are the network engineer who is
responsible for the network access of the temporary user. 

What should you do to restrict SSH access to the one projects.xyz.com server? 

A. Configure access-list temp_user_acl extended permit TCP any host 10.0.4.18 eq 22. 

B. Configure access-list temp_user_acl standard permit host 10.0.4.18 eq 22. 

C. Configure access-list temp_acl webtype permit url ssh://10.0.4.18. 

D. Configure a plug-in SSH bookmark for host 10.0.4.18, and disable network browsing on the clientless SSL VPN
portal of the temporary worker. 

Correct Answer: C 

Web ACLs The Web ACLs table displays the filters configured on the security appliance applicable to Clientless SSL
VPN traffic. The table shows the name of each access control list (ACL), and below and indented to the right of the ACL
name, the access control entries (ACEs) assigned to the ACL. Each ACL permits or denies access permits or denies
access to specific networks, subnets, hosts, and web servers. Each ACE specifies one rule that serves the function of
the ACL. You can configure ACLs to apply to Clientless SSL VPN traffic. The following rules apply: ?If you do not
configure any filters, all connections are permitted. ?The security appliance supports only an inbound ACL on an
interface. ?At the end of each ACL, an implicit, unwritten rule denies all traffic that is not explicitly permitted. You can
use the following wildcard characters to define more than one wildcard in the Webtype access list entry: ?Enter an
asterisk";"; to match no characters or any number of characters. ?Enter a question mark";"; to match any one character
exactly. ?Enter square bracket"t;"t; to create a range operator that matches any one character in a range. The following
examples show how to use wildcards in Webtype access lists. ?The following example matches URLs such as http://
www.cisco.com/ and http://wwz.caco.com/: access-list test webtype permit url http://ww?.c*co*/ 
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QUESTION 13

Which three statements concerning keystroke logger detection are correct? (Choose three.) 

A. It requires administrative privileges in order to run. 

B. It runs on Windows and MAC OS X systems. 

C. It detects loggers that run as a process or kernel module. 

D. It detects both hardware- and software-based keystroke loggers. 

E. It allows the administrator to define "safe" keystroke logger applications. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/csd/csd321/configuration/guide/CSDJfaq.html and
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/csd/csd_32/configuration/guide/CSDJtuto.html 

 

QUESTION 14

Refer to the exhibit. 

As the administrator of a Cisco ASA security appliance for remote-access IPsec VPNs, you are assisting a user who
has a digital certificate that is configured for the Cisco VPN Client. Based on the exhibit, what do you do to find the MD5
thumbprint of the "level_2" certificate? 

A. Choose the certificate, then click Status > Certificates from the menu bar. 

B. Choose the certificate, then click the View button. 

C. Choose the certificate, then click Options > Properties from the menu bar. 

D. Choose the certificate, then click the Verify button. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which four statements about the Advanced Endpoint Assessment are correct? (Choose four.) 

A. It examines the remote computer for personal firewall applications. 

B. It examines the remote computer for antivirus applications. 

C. It examines the remote computer for antispyware applications. 

D. It examines the remote computer for malware applications. 

E. It does not perform any remediation, but it provides input that can be evaluated by DAP records. 

F. It performs active remediation by applying rules, activating modules, and providing updates where applicable. 

Correct Answer: ABCF 
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